This release addresses the following Error Report:

**Error Report 1839 – Abend on entry of more than three appointments**

Error report 1839 notes that, if sub-location processing is enabled (SYS PRM 263 = 1), the addition of more than three new appointments can cause EDB Entry/Update and PPP080 to abend.

**Programs**

**PPAPTDPT**

PPAPTDPT derives the appointment department and the appointment sub-location. It was modified to check for the correct maximum sizes of AP03-AUDIT-TABLE-ENTRY and AP03-ERROR-TABLE-ENTRY.

**Copymembers**

**CPLNKAP3**

CPLNKAP3 defines the interface fields for PPAPTDPT and its calling program PPEM109. It was modified to increase the occurrences of AP03-AUDIT-TABLE-ENTRY from 9 to 27, to account for up to three items (appointment department, sub-location, and appointment department (again)) that could be reported back to the calling program for each appointment. In addition, AP03-DOS was modified to match the data passed to it by PPEM109, PPP130, and USER12.
Test Plan

A separate Test Plan document is provided with this release.

Installation Instructions

A separate Installation Instructions document is provided with this release.

Timing of Installation

The installation of this release is Not Urgent. The abend occurs only if sub-location processing has been enabled (SYS PRM 263 = 1) and a user is adding more than three appointments in one update.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible, and in the normal numeric sequence of releases.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Caroline.Rider@ucop.edu, or call at (949) 837-1784.

Caroline Rider